
# Date Done Facility Name IDDE Action Action Done By

1 06-Jan-16 15-12-7 New outfall erosion
Ops verified downstream connection to WSDOT does not exist, maps updated, tv of WSDOT pipes. 
Email w maps sent to BPA and WSDOT. City staff

2 07-Jan-16 A&B Radiator & Speedometer Svc Bryan DeDonker Other Agency
3 08-Jan-16 Kings Cross Automotive Industry info form returned. Engine oil and transmission fluid 55 gal barrels on site. Facility

4 11-Jan-16 16-1-1 SSO
1-10-16 Sewer dept reported 15 gallon spill to street in residential area. No overflow recovered, 
nearest catch basin and drywell about 100' away, low risk to groundwater City staff

5 12-Jan-16 16-1-2 Motor home dumping
Ops was notified of a motor home camped along Campus Dr. The caller indicated sewage was being 
dsicharged to a catch basin. Ops to investigate. Ops

6 12-Jan-16 16-1-2 Motor home dumping
Chris Marler investigated and found no discharge or evidence of past discharge, verified with email. 
Site is adjacent to community garden. Ops

7 26-Jan-16 Airport Industrial Warehouse PSW Maintenance letter with photos and info packet. Nikki Guillot

8 27-Jan-16 Sapa Profiles
Phillip let us know they are going to dye test an outside drain line in the parking lot that drains roof 
runoff and  lot sheet flow to verify plans (see Corresp). Will contact us when done. Other Agency

9 28-Jan-16 16-01-3 Port Crew Sealant

Port planned a dye test. In the process found some sealant leaching. Quickly addressed and 
collected wastewater, cleaned up catch basins and properly disposed. They notified Ecology. Will try 
for the dye test later. If no luck will run a camera. Other Agency

10 28-Jan-16 Sapa Profiles
Phillip at Port notified SAPA's environmental contact, Lael Rogam, about the Karnak leaching and 
cleanup. Other Agency

11 02-Feb-16 Mc Callister Village PSW Maintenance letter with photos and packet of info Nikki Guillot
12 02-Feb-16 Lifepoint church PSW Maintenance letter with photos sent along with packet of info. Nikki Guillot
13 02-Feb-16 Mill Plain Office PSW Requested proof of service on sweeping and cleaning the permeable pavement. Nikki Guillot

14 02-Feb-16 Costco East Vancouver PSW Requested proof of service on proprietary systems and sent packet of maintenance info w photos. Nikki Guillot

15 02-Feb-16 Vista Court Senior Housing PSW
Emailed Shawn Hamburg at VHA and he is coordinating a meeting with the onsite manager Valerie 
McFadden. Nikki Guillot

16 09-Feb-16 Emerald Petroleum Services Vancouver
Jesse sent a copy of the SPCC from 2013 for our records. The electronic version does not have the 
notes and entries the onsite copy has. Facility

17 10-Feb-16 16-02-01 Oil leaking in street
Chris Marler said a resident (Tom Gay) called to complain about a neighbor's leaking car. Asked for 
follow up. Ops

18 11-Feb-16 16-02-01 Oil leaking in street

Gave residents a door hanger with my phone number and asked them to call me for spill pads/ pans 
if the leaking vehicle comes back. They asked how to clean up the oil on the pavement and I 
suggested kitty litter that would be swept out of the street. Nikki Guillot

19 16-Feb-16 Sapa Profiles
Phillip from the Port let us know that the building drain they were dye testing showed that it is 
connected to City sanitary, not storm. The area receives roof and parking lot runoff. See figure. Other Agency

20 18-Feb-16 16-02-02 Illicit discharge- erosion
Email from Doug: staff see very muddy water in DF326. Likely related to construction (public) on 
adjacent roadway, southbound 192nd. Ops
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21 18-Feb-16 Sapa Profiles

Phillip emailed a correction. The outdoor drain does go to sanitary. He misunderstood his Foreman. 
He says it: "drains to COV storm then to POV Storm to biofiltration treatment prior to discharge to 
the river." Other Agency

22 20-Feb-16 West Van Material Recovery Center
Stormwater vault pumped out and a solid lid welded in place. Forwarded to Ecology for their 
records. Facility

23 23-Feb-16 Time Oil - Handy Andy Site

AMEC is preparing a new injection method using sodium persulfate to oxidize the hydrocarbons. A 
rep came into the office to see what protections we require - secondary containment. Their 
remediation summary attached as link. Facility

24 23-Feb-16 16-02-03 SSO 2805 H Street
Sewer Ops sent report on 100 gallon overflow at private residence. Flow went between curb and 
sidewalk into street. Homeowner to fix, clean up and sanitize. Ops

25 24-Feb-16 16-02-03 SSO 2805 H Street
Talked to Mark Eccleston about response, followed up with Richard. We'll check with Annette 
response requirements and abatement via 14.26. Nikki Guillot

26 26-Feb-16 16-02-05 Carwash soap into drain
Kevin Wilson called to report washing 3 cars in the parking lot, runoff going to storm drain. Will send 
him an email of letter to Enterprise. Individual

27 26-Feb-16 16-02-03 Sand from construction
Dave Mora has concerns about sand near a construction (SCIP) project. Will check with project 
inspector. ECY

28 29-Feb-16 16-02-05 Carwash soap into drain
Called Enterprise manager (Lisa) and let her know this is the second complaint in 6 months and we 
are sending a letter regarding this issue and offering technical assistance. Nikki Guillot

29 29-Feb-16 16-02-03 Sand from construction Talked to Mike Rosdahl and street is already scheduled to be swept. Will let ECY staff know. Nikki Guillot

30 01-Mar-16 16-03-01 SSO 3020 NE 78 Ave
Sewer Ops responded to sewage spill, called in ERTS 663275, no control, clean up or recovery 
because it’s a private lateral blockage Ops

31 02-Mar-16 Farwest Steel Ph 1 & Ph2 PSW Vault cleaned, all filters replaced. Submitted proof of service. Facility
32 07-Mar-16 Arco AM/Pm on Main - 5379 Contractor calling about OWS backing up. Forwarded to Sewer Ops. Individual

33 07-Mar-16 16-03-02 Spill from truck

ERTS 663425 Material spilling from truck bed, Ecology directing clean up on private parking lot. 
Material is toxic and persistant, based on label. All drains tie to city storm main, short distance to 
river. ECY

34 07-Mar-16 16-03-02 Spill from truck

I called Ops to see if we can supplement clean up efforts. Brad helped pull manholes and determine 
limits of spill downstream. ECY will direct clean up tonight, spiller to conduct vac and jetting and Ops 
will check tomorrow on status of clean up. Nikki Guillot

35 07-Mar-16 16-03-04 OWS backed up

Contractor (Paul, Clark County Paving) called to ask what to do with backed up oil water separator. I 
referred to Sewer Ops who were unable to locate discharge. Owner dug up pipes, OWS connects to 
electrical box. Individual

36 08-Mar-16 16-03-03 Dumping ERTS 662695

Clark County included COV on email with Ecology to set up meeting on investigations of ERTS 
662695 and 662697 both related to dumping. Anonymous caller reports Green Sweep is dumping 
waste in old gravel pit. Copied Tanya and Betsy. Other Agency

37 08-Mar-16 16-03-03 Dumping ERTS 662695
Kevin Hancock from ECY will coordinate a meeting March 29 or 30 on the reports. He visited sites 
and witnessed County street sweeper leaving gravel pit. ECY

38 08-Mar-16 16-03-02 Spill from truck
Televised line, still visible material in the public system. Followed up with ECY and contractor to get 
follow up cleaning done today. Ops



39 10-Mar-16 16-03-04 OWS backed up
Patrick Craney recommends not infiltrating stormwater at this site because of the proximity to the 
wellhead 1500'. Its 190' down to an unconfined aquifer. City staff

40 10-Mar-16 Arco AM/Pm on Main - 5379

Jeff Weber said he and Doug Swartz have been to the site and can't find where the OWS connects. 
The lateral assumed to be there is not. The pipe discharges to an electrical vault. They've been 
working on this issue for about 6 weeks. Ops

41 10-Mar-16 Arco AM/Pm on Main - 5379
Called contractor (Paul 772-5515) and let him know the configuration as it is does not meet our 
requirements. They have a few options but will likely need a permit and engineering review. Nikki Guillot

42 10-Mar-16 Arco AM/Pm on Main - 5379

Spoke to owner regarding drainage configuration. He asked what the cheapest option would be for 
connection. I suggested he pull a permit to connect to the storm system and they can help him start 
the process. Contactor followed up, he's seeking permit. Nikki Guillot

43 10-Mar-16 16-03-04 OWS backed up

Confirmed with Sewer Ops they did not see oil reach street or storm system. Property does not 
appear to have any storm drain connections. Owner asked how to get connected to public system. I 
urged him to go to City Hall permit counter. Nikki Guillot

44 14-Mar-16 16-03-04 OWS backed up
We visited the site and there doesn’t appear to be any drainage. Old reports indicate drywells but 
the parking lot is ponding and the water can't leave the site. Nikki & Richard

45 14-Mar-16 Arco AM/Pm on Main - 5379

Nikki and Richard visited the site to asses the drainage. The OWS is not under the pump canopy. The 
drains do not appear to be working, there are no spill provisions in place. Parking lot is holding 
water over both drains and OWS. Nikki & Richard

46 18-Mar-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping

Laura Ross (735-7336) called to report ongoing oil, antifreeze, car wash soap and solvents dumped 
into storm drains. She has spoken to neighbors and property manager but the dumping continues. 
She's observed sheen and soap in ditch downstream. Individual

47 21-Mar-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping

Called property manager, Katie, let her know there were several water quality issues out there and 
we will be following up on the dumpster and auto shop inspections. OWS inspections are also 
coming, via sewer ops. Nikki Guillot

48 21-Mar-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping

Called Service Master manager Chad Wickizer (696-1311) asking that he request a new dumpster. 
Their 8 yd unit has a large hole and is very close to a storm drain. He said he would request a new 
unit today. Nikki Guillot

49 23-Mar-16 16-03-06 Gas spill
ERTS 663849 Truck with hold in gas tank leaked into parking lot overnight. Estimated 10 gal of fuel in 
catch basins. Storm facilities all infiltrate, flow to large detention basin. ECY

50 23-Mar-16 16-03-06 Gas spill Ecology provided photos of the detention basin with blackberry bushes and overgrown vegetation. ECY

51 23-Mar-16 16-03-06 Gas spill
Emailed property manager regarding private facility maintenance. Provided checklists and website 
for stormwater partners. Nikki Guillot

52 23-Mar-16 16-03-02 Spill from truck
Follow up email to tenant regarding private system maintenance. (Sally 360-750-5595 x110) No 
maintenance records at the site, will get estimates. Nikki Guillot

53 25-Mar-16 16-03-07 Surface water discharge

Letter from ECY regarding a request from the owner to establish whether the site has a surface 
water discharge. Follow up inspection observed oil sheen and turbid water on the site, requirement 
to file ISGP within 45 days of letter ((Mar 18). ECY



54 25-Mar-16 16-03-07 Surface water discharge
Emailed our development review engineers to see if anyone has been working with this owner or 
property. Its unclear who at the city was requiring a bio swale as indicated by the owner. Nikki Guillot

55 25-Mar-16 16-03-08 Washwater drivethru Clark County sent a photo of soapy dishcharge in the drive thru at Burgerville. Photo included. Other Agency

56 18-Apr-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping

Laura Ross called again to report recent car washing and parts washing outside of Pegoraro Auto. 
She has photos of the activities and sent email correspondence to owner's rep. Following up with 
Pegoraro and notifying owner's rep. Individual

57 18-Apr-16 Pegoraro Auto Repair
Complaint of parts washing and car washing outside, runoff to storm drains. Photos available via 
email. Individual

58 19-Apr-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping
Notified owner's rep of potential illicit discharge, my intent to contact the business and potential 
clean up requirements. Attached photos from Ms. Ross. Nikki Guillot

59 19-Apr-16 16-04-01 Leaking truck
Rhonda reported following a truck with "SNUG SERVICES" on the side. There were several tanks on 
the back and the vehicle appeared to be leaking water, possibly clean water. Rhonda Morgan

60 19-Apr-16 A & J Custom Cabinets Inc
Aaron Smirl sent MSDS on thinner and laquer they keep in drums on site. They are 55 gallon barrels, 
typically 9 total. May quality for Class II. Facility

61 19-Apr-16 A & J Custom Cabinets Inc Contacted Susan regarding chemical listing. Nikki Guillot

62 25-Apr-16 Kyocera Ceramics
A Columbian article discussed the proposed expansion. It said, "The addition will add 22,000 square 
feet of space to the 42,000 square feet already in use." They hope to move in in the fall. Publication

63 26-Apr-16 16-04-02 Camp in swale
Note from Bob that private facility needs "cleaned up" and code enforcement is working on it. I 
confirmed the facility is private and agreed to inspect for compliance w 14.25 Ops

64 27-Apr-16 16-04-02 Camp in swale

Visited site, unable to inspect due to conditions: a lot of garbage in the swale, detention basin full of 
blackberry and catch basins dirty. Operations Manager came out to speak with us, said he thought 
the city owned the swale. They do not maintain. Nikki Guillot

65 28-Apr-16 16-04-02 Camp in swale

Email follow up to code enforcement and operations on the conditions and options to proceed with 
private facility compliance. Police and Code Enforcement have been working with campers. 
Ownership was unknown. Nikki Guillot

66 28-Apr-16 16-03-05 Oil dumping
Called and spoke with Joe Pegoraro to let him know the corrective notice was coming. Email a copy 
to him and Katie, the property owner rep. Photos of illicit discharge included. Nikki Guillot

67 02-May-16 16-05-01 Diesel leak
Found truck with no driver in vicinity and diesel fuel leaking onto the road surface. Coned off area, 
absorbents applied, vented tank to relieve pressure, contacted ECY Ops

68 02-May-16 16-05-01 Diesel leak
Curt found a number to call the trucking company and someone is coming back at the end of a 
route. Directed trucking company to sweep up absorbent, report back. ECY

69 03-May-16 16-05-01 Diesel leak Ops will go sweep the area, finish up any cleaning before rain tonight. Ops

70 27-May-16 16-05-03 Herbicide spraying

Louise Angus reported her neighbor, a business, is spraying herbicide in the street, gravel parking lot 
and by storm drain just before rains. Has asked manager not to spray and was told it makes things 
look nice. Individual

71 31-May-16 16-05-02 Applicance scrapping Neighbor reports appliance scrapping and food rotting in the yard. Code enforcement to follow up. ECY



72 31-May-16 16-05-02 Applicance scrapping Notified code enforcement (Beth) that the address is in SPA. Need to be notified of spills, leaks, etc. Nikki Guillot

73 20-Jun-16 16-06-01 Sheen on river
Correction notice sent giving 2 days for completion of all clean up activity, submitting written 
compliance plan and documenting changes in practices. Nikki Guillot

74 22-Jun-16 16-06-02 Oil leak on roadway
Curt called about the boat moving down SE Marine Park Way. The street is closed and a hydraulic 
leak is visible from the boat dolly. No reporting from responsible party. ECY

75 22-Jun-16 16-06-02 Oil leak on roadway
Email to president of the company regarding spill planning, prevention and clean up. City will run 
street sweeper tonight for clean up as well. Nikki Guillot

76 23-Jun-16 16-06-03 Sweeper truck leak
Call reporting sweeper truck 4089 was leaking dirty water onto the roadway along 164th St and 6th. 
There was some kind of visible waste coming out around 8:30am. Individual

77 23-Jun-16 16-06-01 Sheen on river
All storm drains have been cleaned and the trash enclosure was washed down. Operations have 
been changed to prevent any outdoor washing activity. Facility

78 24-Jun-16 16-06-03 Sweeper truck leak
Emailed Ops to see who had been in that area in that vehicle. Ops supervisor to look into it and get 
back to me. Likely a hose wasn't secured properly after dumping. Nikki Guillot

79 30-Jun-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep
Doug got a SR to sweep a smelly part of the gutter on the south side of this property. He asked me to 
look into it as it smells like sewer. Ops

80 30-Jun-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep Visited site and emailed public health about potential sewage at street surface. Nikki Guillot

81 01-Jul-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep
Met on site with health to dye test kitchen sinks. No evidence of surfacing. Facility is replacing sewer 
lateral next week due to root intrusion. Questions on roof and surface drains. Nikki Guillot

82 06-Jul-16 16-07-01 Spill to swale Ops reported an unusual colored red and white substance at a private swale off of 65th Ave Ops

83 06-Jul-16 16-07-01 Spill to swale
Visited site and spoke to onsite rep. He was not aware of spill or any cleanup. Residue likely food 
dye, starch and sugar. Nikki Guillot

84 07-Jul-16 16-07-03 Mop bucket dumping Health email reporting staff has seen restaurant dumping mop bucket into a "hole in the parking lot" Other Agency

85 07-Jul-16 16-07-02 Hole in restaurant wall
Health forwarded an email regarding some kind of foundation hole COV grease trap inspectors 
called to report. Other Agency

86 07-Jul-16 16-07-01 Spill to swale
Juan called me to follow up on the spill. He was not aware of the incident but reported that clean up 
was done and maintenance will be routine to clean up parking lot area. Facility

87 07-Jul-16 16-07-01 Spill to swale
Email to Ops regarding downstream discharge from swale. It is unclear from the plans where the 
water goes. Also emailed ECY to verify no ISGP is in place, assumed to drywells. Nikki Guillot

88 08-Jul-16 16-07-02 Hole in restaurant wall
Emailed Sewer Ops and Health. No evident stormwater issue, surfacing sewage related to failing 
private infrastructure. Unclear who will address compliance. Nikki Guillot

89 08-Jul-16 16-07-03 Mop bucket dumping
Referred back to Health and Sewer Ops as the holes appear to be grease interceptor and not a 
stormwater issue. Nikki Guillot

90 19-Jul-16 16-07-04 Oil dumping Bill Reynolds (360-696-1301) reported a neighbor dumping oil into a catch basin on E 12th Street Individual

91 19-Jul-16 16-07-04 Oil dumping
Called Bill to follow up, let him know I left cards on the windshields but I cant tow the cars or force 
them to be removed for leaks. Nikki Guillot

92 25-Jul-16 16-07-05 Cold Creek discharge Dorie observed a milky, cloudy condition in Cold Creek during routine monitoring. City staff
93 27-Jul-16 16-07-05 Cold Creek discharge ERTS 66497 submitted regarding discharge, notified Ecology of investigation Nikki Guillot



94 28-Jul-16 16-07-05 Cold Creek discharge
Email to BPA, WSDOT and Clark County Public Works notifying them of discharge and asking for 
investigations and follow up. Nikki Guillot

95 02-Aug-16 Tetra Pak Materials LP Scheduled inspection with new environmental lead, Larry Price. Nikki Guillot

96 03-Aug-16 16-06-01 Sheen on river
Who Song and Larry's has also cleaned their storm drains and will provide us with a system map 
following their location activity scheduled for Aug 10th. Facility

97 05-Aug-16 16-08-01 Dust on construction site
Rick at Chem Trade reported the construction site across the street has "fugitive dust emissions" and 
is not taking care to prevent dust during dry weather. Ecology also received a call. Individual

98 05-Aug-16 16-08-01 Dust on construction site
Ecology visited the site and noticed poor housekeeping related to vehicle spills, hydraulic oil going 
onto dirt. ERTS 666716 ECY

99 05-Aug-16 16-08-01 Dust on construction site
Visited the site but did not see leak or spill. Spill kit looked very old. Forwarded to Betsy for 
construction enforcement. Nikki Guillot

100 11-Aug-16 16-08-02 Diesel spill at Ops
Doug called to notify: spill of diesel from fleet vehilce, no material reached catch basin. Cleaned up 
and Ops

101 17-Aug-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep
Staff again noting strong odor and requesting street sweeping. Chris Marler emailed a response, 
says its illicit discharge. I responded, offered to work with Public Health and Code Enforcement. Facility

102 18-Aug-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep
Tim Buck is following up on the issue, may do exploratory excavating and look for contributions 
from private sewer pipes. Also planning to sweep street. Ops

103 19-Aug-16 16-08-03 Algae bloom
Called Marvin to check on cleanup. He doesn’t believe its antifreeze but cyanobacteria. He scooped 
liquid into 5 gallon buckets and stored in shop. Nikki Guillot

104 19-Aug-16 16-08-03 Algae bloom Emailed public health about procedures for testing, notifying and cleaning up cyanobacteria. Nikki Guillot

105 23-Aug-16 Tetra Pak Materials LP

Met with Larry and management staff about corrections required. Temporary storage for empty 
totes, decommissioning boneyard equipment, getting new scrap dumpster, training integration and 
drywell report as recommendations. Formal reply sent by 9-16. Nikki Guillot

106 25-Aug-16 16-08-04 Gas/oil spill to catch basin
Oil/gas spill at private auto shop into catch basin, connects to public main, another private main and 
then surface water. Sent map to ECY and dispatched Ops to determine impacts to public main. ECY

107 25-Aug-16 16-08-04 Gas/oil spill to catch basin
Brad met ECY on site and determined the gas/oil only reached one catch basin and clean up 
contractor was on site. Ops

108 26-Aug-16 16-06-01 Sheen on river
Television footage sent on dropbox, had to get IT to download and pass along. 2 of 4 pipes clogged, 
possible all are tied to sewer but need to jet and confirm w dye test Facility

109 26-Aug-16 16-06-04 Odor from seep

Sewer Ops looked at the grease interceptor and several other connections unable to find any leak or 
cross connection. The street was cleaned and the seep didn't reappear yet. Public Health is closing 
their case. Ops

110 30-Aug-16 16-08-05 sewer overflow

Sewer Ops responded to a private sewer lateral obstruction and overflow into the public street. 
Cause is thought to be jail occupants flushing garbage. Cleaned up and sanitized same day, notified 
jail of issue. Ops

111 31-Aug-16 16-08-07 Swimming pool discharge
Report of frequent pool discharges from a residence. Water runs through landscape bed, washing 
mulch and debris into catch basin in the street. Individual

112 31-Aug-16 City Bark & Recycling LLC
Betsy indicated heavy tracking of mud onto 25th Street. Not considering it an erosion issue because 
theres no construction, handing off for business inspection. Betsy Scrivner



113 31-Aug-16 16-08-06 Flow discharge on Evergreen
Ops observed flow from a small pipe on Evergreen. White material, debris and staining, drains to 
catch basin and river. Ops

114 01-Sep-16 16-08-06 Flow discharge on Evergreen
Notified property owner of conditions and gave a correction notice date of 9/6/16 for ceasing 
discharge, cleaning up curb and catch basin. Nikki Guillot

115 02-Sep-16 16-08-07 Swimming pool discharge Reinforce prohibited discharges in a letter. Nikki Guillot

116 06-Sep-16 16-08-06 Flow discharge on Evergreen
Dean, owner's rep, said a swamp cooler at Jorge's had a broken water line and was causing algae on 
the roof. Scrubbing the roof and fixing the line may have cause the white material. Facility

117 06-Sep-16 16-09-01 Oil in street
Clark County forwarded a complaint about a neighbor's leaking car staining pavement and washing 
into catch basin Other Agency

118 06-Sep-16 City Bark & Recycling LLC
Emailed a correction notice on the tracking and an inspection report to cover all the other issues at 
the operation. Nikki Guillot

119 07-Sep-16 16-09-03 Sanitary sewer overflow
Call notifying Ops of sewer in the road. Pressure main end cap blew off. Ops cleaned up and fixed 
cap. Approx 15 gallons spill along side of road, no estimate on recovery. City staff

120 08-Sep-16 16-09-02 Paint dumped in catch basin CCPH sent voicemail regarding dumped behind business. Other Agency

121 09-Sep-16 16-08-06 Flow discharge on Evergreen Called Dean back, water is still flowing, leaf debris at pipe. Nikki Guillot
122 09-Sep-16 16-09-02 Paint dumped in catch basin Correction notice to owner and tenant regarding dumping and catch basin cleaning. Nikki Guillot

123 12-Sep-16 16-09-04 Flow at Lowe's
Asked sewer Ops to investigate grease and flow at the Sonic drive thru restaurant to the east of 
Lowe's. Ops will follow up on grease management and housekeeping (barrel was full) with manager. Nikki Guillot

124 12-Sep-16 16-08-06 Flow discharge on Evergreen
Dean said there are 10 A/C units draining to the pipe in the roadway and the warm weather is likely 
the cause of the water. He will monitor for debris and any unusual flow. Facility

125 15-Sep-16 16-09-04 Flow at Lowe's
Conveyed details to Kris Olinger who is working with property owner on drainage issues. Significant 
groundwater intrusion into the system needs addressed as well as grease management. Nikki Guillot

126 15-Sep-16 City Bark & Recycling LLC
Site visit to check on inspection report requirements. Most items addressed, still need cover and 
containment on scrap pile and large dirt pile. Working on stabilizing the swale. Revisit 9/30 Nikki Guillot

127 16-Sep-16 16-09-05 Portable toilet washing
Spoke with on site property manager regarding portable toilet cleaning and a trailer with paint 
materials nearby. Looks like open paint and trash, advised to cover before rain tomorrow. Nikki Guillot

128 16-Sep-16 16-09-06 Gas leak at Amtrak Vehicle leaking gas at Amtrak station, en route with absorbents. Ops

129 20-Sep-16 16-09-07 Fuel pump spill
Ops filled out spll form for a fuel leak at a pump at the east operations center. Leak was called in 
Saturday, unclear how much fuel was lost. Ops

130 23-Sep-16 Tetra Pak Materials LP
Follow up email to address inconsistencies on the submitted document. Cooling water discharges 
are still unclear. Nikki Guillot

131 30-Sep-16 Tetra Pak Materials LP
Training and cooling water addressed. Gave them until 10-14 to fix swale and undermined catch 
basin. All other items adequate. Nikki Guillot

132 03-Oct-16 Mountain View Ice Arena
Stopped into the arena to ask about snow piles behind the building. Manager not available, left 
Industry Information Form Nikki Guillot



133 05-Oct-16 Mountain View Ice Arena

Bob the manager called and said the snow is just potable water from the ice rink. The heated pit 
designed for the snow is very costly to operate so they dump snow on pavement, landscape areas 
and stormwater facility. Requested form to assess business risk Facility

134 07-Oct-16 16-10-2 Reserve oil leak
Car leaking oil along Mill Plain, 1 catch basin affected by sheen. 2 quarts recovered, street swept. 
Not rainy conditions but checked downstream WSDOT facility, no sheen observed. Ops

135 14-Oct-16 16-10-3 Ctran fuel leak Fuel leak from bus reported. Ctran cleaning up and sweeping. Unknown amount released. ECY
136 24-Oct-16 16-10-01 Sheen on Columbia River Unknown sheen ERTS 668466 ECY

137 25-Oct-16 16-10-01 Sheen on Columbia River
Call from ECY: another sheen reported on river. Railroad workers can clearly see source from bridge. 
Upstream manhole cleaned by Ops at high tide. ECY

138 26-Oct-16 16-10-01 Sheen on Columbia River
Met ECY onsite, they notified EPA and USCG, took samples and photographs. Contacted onsite 
facility manager, asked for SPCC and cease discharge. Berm constructed that day. Nikki Guillot

139 28-Oct-16 16-10-01 Sheen on Columbia River
CCPH is overseeing cleanup project. Scope includes 10' wide, 1' deep and 120' long removal of 
contaminated soil initially with soil sampling to verify containment. Other Agency

140 28-Oct-16 16-10-01 Sheen on Columbia River Sent follow up email to ERTS documenting city response. Nikki Guillot

141 01-Nov-16 16-11-1 SSO on 15th & Brandt
Mark notified a sewage spill from root blockage in pipe. Sewage contained, lines cleaned and catch 
basins vacuumed. Disinfectant spray applied to impervious areas. Ops

142 02-Nov-16 Albina Fuel - Asphalt
Correction notice regarding release of mineral oil from material lay down area into the city storm 
system and Columbia River. Emailed to Kevin, mailed to office and hand delivered on site. Nikki Guillot

143 03-Nov-16 16-11-2 Truck accident
Notice of a semi truck spilling antifreeze onto street. Fire Dept contained liquid in dirt berm, ECY 
applied sorbents and storm Ops swept the street. No impact to catch basin. ECY

144 07-Nov-16 Albina Fuel - Asphalt
Consultant emailed SPCC. Requested additional detailed and clarification on rail yard. Emailed 
Richard Franklin at EPA to coordinateon a site visit. Nikki Guillot

145 08-Nov-16 16-11-3 SSO 5604 NE 23 Ave Sewage spill around midnight to curb, gutter and catch basins. 100% recovered Ops

146 14-Nov-16 SEH America

Tony Graham: Have  blockage on outfall line from Pond 2. Will clean it out & capture water & plants 
in tanker trucks. Wanted permission to discharge to infiltration pond. Said that's the state & we 
can't approve but not a water quality problem for us. Facility

147 14-Nov-16 16-11-4 Ctran 26 qt Oil Spill Notice of large bus oil spill on Lincoln. Rainy conditions and catch basins affected. ECY

148 15-Nov-16 16-11-4 Ctran 26 qt Oil Spill
Emailed CTRAN asking for incident report form and why it took 2 hrs for spill to be reported. Glenn 
said they have no spill plan and no training. Sent templates and offered technical assistance. Nikki Guillot

149 17-Nov-16 K-Nine Marijuana Company
Pre-app for proposed grow facility which will have 2 greenhouses and an adjacent warehouse. 
Handed out the Water & Sewer Protection Checklist. Richard Hoiland

150 17-Nov-16 Mountain View Ice Arena
Sent maintenance letter to church, notifying them of snow issues and vegetation concerns in the 
stormwater facility. Nikki Guillot

151 29-Nov-16 16-11-5 Oil sheen in alley

Tanya Gray notified us of complaint near 25th & Main of oily sheen on sidewalk, apparently coming 
from alley to east. Thought to be food cart or garbage truck related. Photos attached look like truck 
leak. City staff

152 29-Nov-16 16-11-5 Oil sheen in alley

Individual from neighboring business reported she called in oil spill early the previous morning 
following a recycling jug hit by a passing car. Called into 911 and Fire Dept responded, determined 
no risk of ignition and told her nothing could be done. Individual



153 30-Nov-16 VA Medical Center Division Inspection report emailed with due date Jan 27,2017 to allow time for SPCC and site map updates. Nikki Guillot

154 01-Dec-16 Columbia Machine Incorporated Reminder of due date for corrections on 4 compliance issues. Progress reported but not completed. Nikki Guillot
155 05-Dec-16 C Tran Clark County Public Transit Correction notice requiring greater standards: spill plan, training etc. Nikki Guillot

156 12-Dec-16 16-12-1 Paint spill
Call from Police Dept about paint being washed down alley at 22nd and Main St, Notified Ops and 
directed PD to call Ops Dispatch. City staff

157 13-Dec-16 16-12-1 Paint spill Doug emailed incident report form with more detail from PD. Ops

158 14-Dec-16 16-12-2 Oil spill truck accident
Ecology notified a semi truck accident with 3-5 gallons spilled into a catch basin. Police on scene, 
Ops notified by PD. ECY

159 14-Dec-16 16-12-2 Oil spill truck accident
Cost recovery  estimate is less than $1k. PD collected contact info in police report. Discussing with 
Ops on option for recovery, working with finance on accounting. Ops

160 19-Dec-16 C Tran Clark County Public Transit

Met with safety, operations and maintenance staff to discuss requirements and deadlines. No spill 
plan in place, facility unaware of any requirement for a plan. Indicated the change is related to the 
large oil spill and lack to response. Nikki Guillot

161 20-Dec-16 Mountain View Ice Arena

Met with Bob and indicated the snow blocking the access has to stop. I will follow up with the 
church on the vegetation and trash but the water from the snow year round is likely overloading the 
facility. We need to consider the function when restored. Nikki Guillot

162 20-Dec-16 16-12-1 Paint spill
City manager received complaint from business near paint spill. Resident washing paint affected 
business loading area. Requested asphalt berm to redirect flows. Nikki Guillot

Total Number Investigations and Actions 162

Number of ("hotline") IDDE Calls to City 45
Number of Eliminations/Remedies of IDDE Issues 17
Number of IDDE Notifications to Ecology  (G3) 9
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